THE CONTEMPORARY MOSAIC
Incanto mosaic is an Italian design company born to reinterpret the ancient art of mosaic in a
contemporary way.
Inspiration, creativity, passion and technology are the ingredients that drive the vision of Incanto
Mosaic.

How we work
Starting from an image, thousands of small and precious Italian glass tiles are carefully positioned
by hand one next to the other until the magic appears: tiles harmonically fuse together giving rise
to an artwork absolutely unique in its kind, where
the result is more than the sum of its part.
Our mosaics enrich locations with preciousness
and originality. They change their appearance
according to light and distance, always giving
different feelings and perceptions.
Thanks to the exclusive technique developed,
Incanto Mosaic is able to create personalized
artworks where subject, dimensions, and colors
can be defined in cooperation with the designer,
providing a realistic render of the resulting mosaic.

ITALIAN DESIGN ICONS @ Stockholm fair 2019
At the "Stockholm Furniture and Light" fair 2019 Incanto Mosaic presents for the first time a
tripthych that celebrates Italian 60's design icons:
1. Algol television, 1964. Design Marco Zanuso and Richard Sapper for Brionvega.
2. Eclisse lamp, 1965. Design Vico Magistretti for Artemide.
3. Valentine typewriter,1968. Design Ettore Sottsass for Olivetti.
These artworks are characterized by the red color: bright, passionate and expressive.
This collection is the answer of a challenge: to let these Italian design icons from the past live
again through the beauty of glass mosaic.

ART COLLECTION @ Stockholm fair 2019
Moreover Incanto Mosaic developed the Art Collection reintroducing famous artworks from the
past: an experiment to reinterpret these masterpieces with our mosaic technique, enhancing colors
through the brightness of glass. Collection spans from VanGogh to Monet, passing through
Vermeer and Tamara de Lempicka.

"Life is a mosaic: each of us is an original set of elements, embellished with love and experience"
(Simone Ferrero, co-creator of Incanto Mosaic).
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